
Get maximum ROI from your local marketing budget with these  
three data-driven recommendations.

Complete Those Profiles

How Many Directories Is Enough?

Which Directories to List on for
Maximum Local Search Impact?

Find more data, insights and information in 
our full report. Click here to download.
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Up to 78% Up to 59%

MORE INDIRECT SEARCH

MORE DIRECT SEARCH

90%

58%

Cast your net wider than the  
obvious listing places. Identifying 
other directories that perform well 
for your location and industry will 
help you to tap into the opportunities 
presented by local search.

It is NOT a viable strategy to focus on just a small number of directories, no matter 
the size of your organisation. Quite simply, a competitor with three times more 
listings will be achieving three times more conversions than you.

‘The Big 4’ (Google, Bing, Facebook, 
Apple Maps) will only get you so far. 
Choose at least five other platforms.

Our data shows that having profiles on
at least nine directories can produce 
much better results compared with a 
‘Big-4-only’ strategy.

GMB profiles with listings on  
30 to 39 directories performed 
significantly better than those with  
fewer than 10 listings.

There is a clear relationship between the number of directory listings and the 
number of conversions. So, go large.

MORE LOCAL  
SEARCH VIEWS

MORE 
CONVERSIONS

In 2019, only 4% of local company profiles had complete information on Google, 
Bing & Yelp. Are you one of the 96% of businesses missing out on potential local 
search revenue?

Fully filled-in profiles with basic information like telephone number, address and 
directions make you visible in local searches & encourage online searchers to 
interact. With completed profiles you can achieve more appearances in search 
results & more conversions.

317% more conversions (enterprises)
319% more conversions (SMBs)
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How to Increase Your Local
Conversions by up to 300%
With Business Listings

MORE WEBSITE 
CLICKS

MORE DRIVING
DIRECTIONS

MORE 
CALLS

84%

70%

46%

https://get.uberall.com/the-value-of-online-business-listings-report/

